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the variety of characters from both franchises has been enhanced as well,
with a huge array of characters from both universes. to make sure that no
character was left behind, capcom decided to slightly modify the design of
street fighter franchise characters to fit the new mechanics and style. other

than a few exceptions, the fundamental moveset of tekken fighters have
been preserved. in the end, this allowed for both casual and hardcore
players to appreciate the game at its peak. street fighter x tekken has
included some of the popular characters from both franchises. the list

includes new characters like balrog, guy, nina and liu kang, while returning
faces include characters like jin, sakura, fei long, nina williams, m.bison and

king. also added are new characters like guy, who is the fifth playable
character. a plethora of systems have been put in place to make sure

players can enjoy the game whether they wish for training and casual play
or a more intense experience. a new feature called “gem system” has also
been added to the game. street fighter x tekken has quite a bit in common
with street fighter iv, both in terms of gameplay and interface, as well as
with features like online connectivity, and the ability to mix and match

characters from street fighter and tekken. the game can be played single
player or against computer or human opponents in cooperative or

competitive matches, as well as in the practice modes. street fighter x
tekken boasts two huge new gameplay elements, the first of which is the
gem system. by leveling up your characters, you can unlock new features

and stat boosts for your character. so instead of finding your favourite
techniques by playing for a long time, you can unlock the “ultra” gameplay
of your favourite characters by leveling them up, and that allows for more

aggressive game play. for example, by leveling up deejay you will be able to
play the “hyper combo” system in which he can perform combos that are

incredibly strong.
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yun-li is the daughter of the most notorious crime lord in the world, the
shadaloo syndicate. she is also the wife of street fighter's antagonist, m.
bison. yun-li is a beautiful woman with a cunning and calculating mind. in

the street fighter x tekken collector's edition, players will be able to access
the street fighter x tekken development diary with every character and

stage available as downloadable content. as well, they will be able to watch
the development of the characters, stages and gameplay features through
the development diary content. players will also receive a street fighter x

tekken soundtrack cd that will feature 15 songs, including the theme songs
for each character. the street fighter x tekken collector's edition will also

feature the official street fighter x tekken strategy guide, which will include
five exclusive full-color concept art prints, a removable poster, two posters,

three stickers, a poster protector, and a new street fighter x tekken playmat.
street fighter x tekken is full of the old school tounaments it's pretty much

like fighting games from the past but they changed the whole fighting
system in it's like super street fighter but with tekken style matches but the
character designs for the characters are horrible it's hard to even remember

some of the characters like fanatac but there are no characters from the
arcade games like the super nes fighting games and it's not fun to play like
street fighter 4 your going to be playing like street fighter 4 you just have to
remeber all the moves and the guys are not so good at it and the charecters
are not so good either and the dialogues are not that good either and that's

pretty much what it is. 5ec8ef588b
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